T E C H N I C A L LY S P E A K I N G

UNDERSTANDING
THE POTENTIAL IN YOUR
COFFEE ROASTING MACHINE
By Anne Cooper

ONE

IMPORTANT

carefully controlled chemical reactions and physical

things roasters try to achieve is better control of

OF

THE

MOST

transformations of the green bean into something

the roasting process. Whether they use a manual

soluble and tasty.

roasting machine controlled by a single operator or

Understanding the science behind heat transfer

a highly automated system, today’s coffee roasters

is essential to helping us roast more knowledgeably,

have a plethora of controls at their disposal to create

consistently and profitably.

and replicate a desired roast profile accurately and
consistently.

Conduction, convection and radiation are the three
key forms of heat transfer in coffee roasting.

Other important aspects of coffee roasting are
better understanding of the mechanisms and factors

Conduction

that control the rate of stored potential energy/heat

Conduction is the transfer of heat from direct contact

transfer during coffee roasting, and how heat transfer

between the molecules of a hotter substance to a cooler

is employed in various ways by the many different,

one—like when you’re smelling the roasting beans

innovative roasting machines and systems that are

in the trier and you tap the hot trier on your lips (or

currently available.

nose), burning them. This is conducted heat.

Ultimately, coffee roasting is the transfer of heat

Most roasters have three potential sources of

over time. Due to specific types of heat transfer,

conducted heat: the drum, the faceplate and the beans.

the roasting process is comprised of a series of
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DIRECT-FLAME DRUM ROASTER

I N D I R E C T H OT - A I R R O A S T E R

R E C I R C U L AT I N G H OT - A I R R O A S T E R

FLUID-BED ROASTER

TA N G E N T I A L R O A S T E R

CENTRIFUGAL ROASTER

L E F T TO R I G H T

Convection

finish and orientation to other thermo-producing

bounds from when we first started roasting coffee in

insulated or uninsulated, and solid versus perforated

Direct-flame drum

Convection is the transfer of heat through currents

bodies.

a pan over an open fire.

as mild carbon or stainless steel. (It must be noted

roaster. Photo by

of liquid or gas. In coffee roasting, the transferring

Radiated heat is also thermal radiation that is

Ultimately, the materials and build quality of

that there is no such thing as a cast-iron drum—cast

Anne Cooper

substance is air and the receiving substance is the

defined as electromagnetic waves, and it occurs

a specific roasting machine design will change

iron is too heavy and retains too much heat to be the

Indirect hot-aIr

coffee bean.

naturally between two bodies of differing temperatures.

accordingly in response to the energy output or

material for a rotating drum.) Heat sources range from

Hence, as beans contact other hot, radiating heated

burner capacity required, in proportion to the size of

a simple (liquefied petroleum or natural) atmospheric

materials, they mix with and transfer heat to slightly

the machine.

gas burner to highly sophisticated pre-mix burners.

roaster. Photo
courtesy of Petroncini
Recirculating

There are two major types of convection—natural
and forced.
Natural convection occurs as air heats up, causing

cooler beans in piles near the bottom of the drum.

An important factor to consider when selecting

hot-air roaster.

density changes; as air gets hotter it gets lighter and

So, toward the end of the roast, the beans

materials for coffee roasting machines is thermal

Photo courtesy of

rises, while denser, cooler air falls. This flow then

themselves can be an important source of radiant

generation and stability. Old-school roaster design

Petroncini

allows heat to transfer through natural movement or

energy.

tended toward thermal generation with the use of

Fluid-bed roaster.

buoyancy.

The market for home and small-batch coffee

heavy materials like cast iron, whereas contemporary

Other heat sources include electric (coil and induction)
and wood.
Across all markets, the main types of roasting
machine designs include variations on:

Forced convection, the major mode of convective

roasting machines is currently flourishing. Along with

roaster design leans toward more responsive and

Direct-flame drum roasters: This is the most

Order Coffee Roasters

heat transfer in coffee roasters, is heat transferred

convection energy, a lot of these smaller machines are

economical materials (such as copper, aluminum and

common roasting system, in which coffee is roasted

Tangential roaster.

through currents that are moved by an outside force

designed to use radiant energy as their main form of

stainless steel) that offer on/off heating and cooling

in a drum that rotates around a horizontal axis.

Photo courtesy of

such as a pump or a fan. This is a quicker, more efficient

heat transfer.

on demand.

Specially designed paddles or fins then move the

Probat

method of heat transfer than natural convection.

Photo courtesy of New

Centrifugal roaster.

The majority of roasting machine manufacturers

Manufacturers then choose controls, drum type

beans strategically from front to back and around in

have also started to realize that sustainability in the

and heat sources for a coffee roaster based on multiple

the drum. Hot air, generated from the flame or burner

Photo courtesy of

Radiation

form of increased efficiency and productivity, as well

considerations. Controls range from basic, manual

directly underneath the drum, is drawn or sucked by

Probat

Radiated heat is the most complex type of heat

as a reduction in energy consumption and emissions,

dials/gauges/relays to highly technical, programmable

a fan through perforations in the back of the drum.

transfer to understand and control in roasting. It is

are now all important considerations in roasting

PID (short for proportional, integral, derivative) set

Contrary to popular belief, the heat transfer that

also affected by temperature, density, surface area,

equipment design and innovation, coming leaps and

points. Drum types may be single or double wall,

takes place in a direct-flame drum roaster is some
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Other roasting machine types that were designed
and built specifically to roast super-large amounts
of coffee using differences in drum type and rotation
include:
Tangential roaster: This machine has a stationary
roasting chamber/drum. Specially developed fins or
paddles rotate around a horizontal axis to move and
mix the coffee beans inside the drum. The flow of
hot incoming air transmits the heat into the beans
conduction and majority convection (with some

through convection.

radiation from the beans and heated materials).
Centrifugal roaster: In this model, beans do not
Indirect hot-air roasters: These roasters are

mechanically move. There is a rotating roasting bowl

similar to a classic drum roaster, but hot air, generated

that creates a centrifugal force of hot air, which is

from a burner located in a separate chamber away

guided into the roaster through the center of the bowl,

from the drum, is drawn or sucked through the drum

moving the beans upward in the dish and positioning

by a fan. Some conduction takes place (depending on

them into the main air-convection stream.

drum design), but most of the heat transfer happens
via convection.

With the pursuit of consistency and perfection in
coffee taste and style now at unprecedented levels

Recirculating hot-air roasters: This uses a closed

worldwide, roasting machine manufacturers have

system in which hot, recirculated exhaust air (that has

to accommodate a large variety of requests for the

been “cleaned up” after passing by the main burner)

capabilities of their machines.

is forced or blown through the drum—often controlled

And, as roasters, it is our job to gain a better

by modulating baffles/valves and set point controls

understanding of the potential of each source of heat

for managing heat temperatures. The burner valves

transfer present in all of the various roasting machines

work together to reach and maintain set temperatures.

currently available on the market.

The burner also acts as a thermal afterburner with
substantial energy-saving benefits and limited impact
on environmental emissions. Heat transfer happens
with 100 percent air convection.

A N N E C O O PE R is an Australian roaster who has gained
extensive experience in her 25 years in the coffee industry.
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Fluid-bed roasters: As Michael Sivetz said, “Keep

A former member of the Roasters Guild Executive Council

the beans moving!” All fluid-bed roasters use a

and Education Committee, Cooper now works with her

column of air to both float and heat beans, keeping the

training and consulting company, Equilibrium Master

beans moving to avoid scorching on any hot surfaces.

Roasters. There, she continues to inspire flame keepers and

Heated air is applied evenly to the total surface area of

develop her extensive roasting skills and knowledge while

each moving bean, allowing for the rapid and uniform

working on a wide range of roasting machines with small-

transfer of heat. Heat transfer occurs with convection

and large-scale roasting companies, employing various

(and some radiation).

roasting processes and techniques.
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